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Health Policy Newsletter has recently become available internationally by joining the World-Wide Web (WWW). Recent issues have been archived on-line and all future issues will hit the WWW shortly after going to press. Access to the on-line version is provided by TJU's Academic Information Services & Research.

Using any of the various WWW browsers (NetscapeTM, MosaicTM, etc) you can access Health Policy Newsletter by pointing to this address: http://jeffline.tju.edu../../HPN. Once connected, you will find a menu listing the issues available. Simply click on the issue you want and the table of contents will appear. Follow that method to move to the article you want, or to read through the whole issue. Though the on-line version is structured a bit differently, it contains all of the information of the printed version.

Keeping abreast of the rapid changes in technology and medical practice can be a daunting task. On-line services are becoming more crucial in providing timely information when and where it's needed. Health Policy Newsletter's move to the "information super highway" is a natural extension of our recognizing the needs of today's practitioners.

We would like to hear your comments about the on-line version, of Health Policy Newsletter. Please send your comments via an e-mail message to the editor at: NASHI @JEFLIN.TJU.EDU.
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